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Of Grammatology 2016-01-29

the deconstruction bombshell that rocked the anglophone

world jacques derrida s revolutionary approach to

phenomenology psychoanalysis structuralism linguistics and

indeed the entire european tradition of philosophy called

deconstruction changed the face of criticism it provoked a

questioning of philosophy literature and the human sciences

that these disciplines would have previously considered

improper forty years after of grammatology first appeared in

english derrida still ignites controversy thanks in part to

gayatri chakravorty spivak s careful translation which

attempted to capture the richness and complexity of the

original this fortieth anniversary edition where a mature spivak

retranslates with greater awareness of derrida s legacy also

includes a new afterword by her which supplements her

influential original preface judith butler has added an

introduction all references in the work have been updated

one of contemporary criticism s most indispensable works of
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grammatology is made even more accessible and usable by

this new release

Reading Derrida's Of Grammatology

2011-06-30

with new readings from nineteen internationally renowned

scholars reading derrida s of grammatology is a significant

reassessment and informed discussion of jacques derrida s

landmark 1967 text since its original publication of

grammatology has had a profound impact on philosophy

literary theory and the humanities in general through a series

of close readings of selected passages by writers from a wide

range of disciplines this collection aims to discover anew this

important work and its continuing influence the book includes

new readings by gayatri chakravorty spivak j hillis miller jean

luc nancy derek attridge geoffrey bennington nicholas royle

reading derrida s of grammatology is an essential book for

anyone interested in derrida s work from readers new to the
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book to experienced researchers in philosophy literature and

the many other disciplines that of grammatology has

transformed over the last forty years

Derrida's Of Grammatology

2008-04-30

everything you need to know about derrida s of

grammatology in one volume jacques derrida was one of the

most famous and influential philosophers of the later

twentieth century first published in 1967 of grammatology is

his best known text introducing many fundamental concepts

relating to linguistics and writing which he would develop in

his later work this book provides a commentary on of

grammatology that can be read alongside rather than instead

of the text itself by students encountering derrida for the first

time quote
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Applied Grammatology 1985

originally published in 1984 in applied grammatology gregory

ulmer provides an extraordinary introduction to the third

applied phase of grammatology the science of writing outlined

by jacques derrida in of grammatology ulmer looks to the

later experimental works of derrida beginning with glas and

continuing through truth in painting and the post card in these

he discovers a critical methodology radically different from the

deconstruction for which derrida is known at the same time

he finds the source of a new pedagogy for all the humanities

one based on grammatology and appropriate to the era of

audiovisual communications in which we live detractors of

derrida often accuse him of superficial wordplay and of using

images and puns as nonfunctional subversions of academic

conventions ulmer argues that there is in fact a fully

developed use of homonyms in derrida s style which

produces its own distinctive knowledge and insight derrida s

experiments with images moreover his expansion of
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descriptions of everyday objects such as umbrellas

matchboxes and post cards into cognitive models serve to

reveal a simplicity underlying intellectual discourse which

could be used to eliminate the gap separating the general

public from specialists in cultural studies comparing the

stylistic innovations of derrida with jacques lacan s use of

puns and diagrams with the german performance artist

joseph beuys s demonstration of models and with the

montage writing of the films of sergei eisenstein ulmer

explores the possibility of deriving a postmodernist pedagogy

from derrida s texts the first study to suggest the full potential

of the program available in derrida s writings applied

grammatology is also the first outline of a derridean

alternative to deconstructionism with its shift away from

derrida s philosophical studies to his experimental texts ulmer

s book aims to inaugurate a new movement in the american

adaptation of contemporary french theory
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Derrida's Of Grammatology 2008

everything you need to know about derrida s of

grammatology in one volume

Dissemination 2004-12-14

the notorious french philosopher literary critic and film star

first translated in 1983 dissemination contains three of derrida

s most central and seminal works plato s pharmacy the

double session and dissemination the essays provide original

readings of philosophy and literature and present a re

evaluation of the logic of meaning and the function of writing

in western discourse this is a groundbreaking work on the

relationship and interplay between language literature and

philosophy

Positions 1982-11-15

a collection of three interviews granted by derrida that serve
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to clarify his thought and writing

On the Name 1995

the name what does one call thus what does one understand

under the name of name and what occurs when one gies a

name what does one give then one does not offer a thing

one delivers nothing and still something comes to be which

comes down to giving that which one does not have as

plotinus said of the good what happens above all when it is

necessary to sur name renaming there where precisely the

name comes to be found lacking what makes the proper

name into a sort of sur name pseudonym or cryptonym at

once singular and singularly untranslatable jacques derrida

thus poses a central problem in contemporary language

ethics and politics which he addresses in a liked series of the

three essays passions an oblique offering is a reflection on

the question of the response on the duty and obligation to

respond and on the possibility of not responding which is to

say on the ethics and politics of responsibility sauf le nom
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post scriptum considers the problematics of naming and

alterity or transcendence raised inevitably by a rigorous

negative theology much of the text is organized around close

readings of the poetry of angelus silesius the final essay

khora explores the problem of space or spacing of the word

khora in plato s tmaeus even as it places and makes possible

nothing less than the whole world khora opens and dislocates

displaces all the categories that govern the production of that

world from naming to gender in addition to readers in

philosophy and literature khora will be of special interest to

those in the burgeoning field of space studies architecture

urbanism design

Derrida 1987

norris demonstrates that derrida s texts should be understood

more as philosophy than as literature he explains the position

of derrida s writing within the western philosophical tradition

and discusses some of the reasons for the massive

institutional resistance that has so far prevented philosophers
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from engaging seriously with derrida s work

How To Read Derrida 2014-04-03

deconstruction is not neutral it intervenes jacques derrida an

idiosyncratic and highly controversial french philosopher

jacques derrida inspired profound changes in disciplines as

diverse as law anthropology literature and architecture in

derrida s view texts and contexts are woven with

inconsistencies and blindspots that provide us with a chance

to think in new ways about among other things language

community identity and forgiveness derrida s suggestions for

how to read lead to a new vision of ethics and a new concept

of responsibility penelope deutscher discusses extracts from

the full range of derrida s work including of grammatology

dissemination limited inc the other heading reflections on

europe monolinguism of the other given time and force of law
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Limited Inc 1988

limited inc is a major work in the philosophy of language by

the celebrated french thinker jacques derrida the book s two

essays limited inc and signature event context constitute key

statements of the derridean theory of deconstruction they are

perhaps the clearest exposition to be found of derrida s most

controversial idea

Jacques Derrida: Live Theory

2005-10-20

jacques derrida live theory is a new introduction to the work

of this most influential of contemporary philosophers it covers

derrida s corpus in its entirety from his earliest work in

phenomenology and the philosophy of language to his most

recent work in ethics politics and religion it investigates

derrida s contribution to and impact upon such disciplines as

philosophy literary theory cultural studies aesthetics and
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theology throughout the key concepts that underpin derrida s

thought are thoroughly examined in particular the notion of

the other or alterity is employed to indicate a fundamental

continuity from derrida s earliest to his latest work the text

emphasizes the importance of understanding derrida s

philosophical heritage as the key to understanding the

interdisciplinary impact of his project in the wake of derrida s

death the book includes an interview that interrogates the

very notion of live theory as a way into the core themes of

deconstruction

Jacques Derrida 2003-09-02

there are few figures more important in literary and critical

theory than jacques derrida whether lauded or condemned

his writing has had far reaching ramifications and his work on

deconstruction cannot be ignored this volume introduces

students of literature and cultural studies to derrida s

enormously influential texts covering such topics as

deconstruction text and difference literature and freedom law
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justice and the democracy to come drugs secrets and gifts

nicholas royle s unique book written in an innovative and

original style is an outstanding introduction to the methods

and significance of jacques derrida

The Last Fortress of Metaphysics

2018-02-08

examines the relationship of derrida s writings on architecture

to his methodology of deconstruction and to deconstrutivism

in architecture between 1984 and 1994 jacques derrida wrote

and spoke a great deal about architecture both in his

academic work and in connection with a number of particular

building projects around the world he engaged significantly

with the work of architects such as bernard tschumi peter

eisenman and daniel libeskind derrida conceived of

architecture as an example of the kind of multidimensional

writing that he had theorized in of grammatology identifying a

rich common ground between architecture and philosophy in
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relation to ideas about political community and the concept of

dwelling in this book francesco vitale analyzes derrida s

writings and demonstrates how derrida s work on this topic

provides a richer understanding of his approach to

deconstruction highlighting the connections and differences

between philosophical deconstruction and architectural

deconstructivism francesco vitale is professor of aesthetics at

the university of salerno italy he is the author of

biodeconstruction jacques derrida and the life sciences also

published by suny press and the author and editor of several

books in italian on derrida and contemporary french

philosophy mauro senatore is a british academy fellow at

durham university in the united kingdom and adjunct

professor of contemporary french philosophy at the instituto

de humanidades universidad diego portales santiago chile he

is the author of germs of death the problem of genesis in

jacques derrida also published by suny press
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Jacques Derrida 2014-10-17

jacques derrida key concepts presents a broad overview and

engagement with the full range of derrida s work from the

early phenomenological thinking to his preoccupations with

key themes such as technology psychoanalysis friendship

marxism racism and sexism to his ethico political writings and

his deconstruction of democracy presenting both an

examination of the key concepts central to his thinking and a

broader study of how that thinking shifted over a lifetime the

book offers the reader a clear systematic and fresh

examination of the astounding breadth of derrida s philosophy

Jacques Derrida and the Humanities

2001

this is a trans disciplinary collection dedicated to the work of

jacques derrida and his work in the humanities
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Politics of Deconstruction 2014-08-13

the book offers a new introduction to jacques derrida and to

deconstruction as an important strand of continental

philosophy from his early writings on phenomenology and

linguistics to his later meditations on war terrorism and justice

jacques derrida 1930 2004 achieved prominence on an

international scale by addressing as many different audiences

as he did topics yet despite widespread acclamation his work

has never been considered easy rendering accessible

debates that marked more than four decades of engagement

and inquiry susanne lüdemann traces connections between

the philosopher s own texts and those of his many

interlocutors past and present unlike conventional

introductions politics of deconstruction offers a number of

personal approaches to reading derrida and invites readers to

find their own emphasizing the relationship between

philosophy and politics it shows that with deconstruction there

is much more at stake than an academic discussion for
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derrida s work deals with all the burning political and

intellectual challenges of our time the author s own

professional experience in both the united states and in

europe which particularly inform her chapter on derrida s

reception in the united states opens a unique perspective on

a unique thinker one that rewards specialists and newcomers

alike

Derrida on Being as Presence

2017-04-24

jacques derrida s extensive early writings devoted

considerable attention to being as presence the reality

underlying the history of metaphysics in derrida on being as

presence questions and quests david a white develops the

intricate conceptual structure of this notion by close

exegetical readings drawn from these writings white

discusses cardinal concepts in derrida s revamping of

theoretical considerations pertaining to language signification
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context negation iterability as these considerations depend on

the structure of being as presence and also as they ground

deconstructive reading white s appraisal raises questions

invoking a range of problems he deploys these questions in

conjunction with thematically related quests that arise given

derrida s conviction that the history of metaphysics as

variations on being as presence has concealed and skewed

vital elements of reality white inflects this critical apparatus

concerning being as presence with texts drawn from that

history e g by plato aristotle bacon hume kant whitehead the

essay concludes with a speculative ensemble of provisional

categories or zones of specificity implementing these

categories will ground the possibility that philosophy in

general and metaphysics in particular can be pursued in

ways which acknowledge the relevance of derrida s thought

when integrated with the philosophical enterprise as

traditionally understood
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Acts of Literature 1992

first published in 1992 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis

an informa company

Inventions of Difference 1994

nine essays written over a dozen years explore problems of

engaging the ideas of the contemporary french philosopher

and their reception in the us deconstruction as criticism the

eclipse of difference structural infinity and responding

responsibly are among the perspectives several of the essays

have been previously published annotation copyright by book

news inc portland or

Voice and Phenomenon 2011

published in 1967 when derrida is 37 years old voice and

phenomenon appears at the same moment as of

grammatology and writing and difference all three books
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announce the new philosophical project called deconstruction

although derrida will later regret the fate of the term

deconstruction he will use it throughout his career to define

his own thinking while writing and difference collects essays

written over a 10 year period on diverse figures and topics

and of grammatology aims its deconstruction at the age of

rousseau voice and phenomenon shows deconstruction

engaged with the most important philosophical movement of

the last hundred years phenomenology only in relation to

phenomenology is it possible to measure the importance of

deconstruction only in relation to husserl s philosophy is it

possible to understand the novelty of derrida s thinking voice

and phenomenon therefore may be the best introduction to

derrida s thought in general to adapt derrida s comment on

husserl s logical investigations it contains the germinal

structure of derrida s entire thought lawlor s fresh translation

of voice and phenomenon brings new life to derrida s most

seminal work
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La dissémination 1972

in dissemination more than in any previous work derrida

weav es a complex pattern of puns verbal echoes and

allusions intended to deconstruct both the pretension of

criticism to tell the truth about literature and the pretension of

philosophy to be the literature of truth new statesmanjacques

derrida 1930 is professor of philosophy at ecole normale

superieure paris regarded as the founding father of

deconstruction his influence on contemporary thought has

been enormous his impact on philosophy and literary criticism

was assured by the publication of speech and phenomena

writing and difference and of grammatology first published in

1972 dissemination contains three of derrida s most central

and seminal works plato s pharmacy the double session and

dissemination the essays present a re evaluation of the logic

of meaning and the function of writing in western discourse

this is a groundbreaking work on the relationship and

interplay between language literature and philosophy
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translated with an introduction and additional notes by

barbara johnson

The Derrida Reader 1998-01-01

in the english speaking world jacques derrida s writings have

most influenced the discipline of literary studies yet what has

emerged since the initial phase of derrida s influence on the

study of english literature classed under the rubric of

deconstruction has often been disowned by derrida what then

can derrida teach us about literary language about the

rhetoric of literature and about questions concerning style

form and structure the derrida reader draws together a

number of derrida s most interesting and idiosyncratic essays

that treat literary language the idea of the literary and

questions of poetics and poetry the essays discuss single

tropes or concepts a figure such as metaphor the ideas of

titles and signatures proper names and derrida s thinking on

such subjects as undecidability or aporia the editor s

introduction is a demonstration in practice of how derrida
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reads and how he adapts the act of reading to the text or

figure in question the introduction also outlines each essay s

main points its usefulness for reading literary texts and its

particular area of interest the derrida reader thus provides

students of literature with a focused contextualized and

readily understandable volume

Deconstruction, Its Force, Its Violence

2015-12-23

a reappraisal of deconstruction from one of its leading

commentators focusing on the themes of force and violence

in this book rodolphe gasché returns to some of the founding

texts of deconstruction to propose a new and broader way of

understanding it not as an operation or method to reach an

elusive outside or beyond of metaphysics but as something

that takes place within it rather than unraveling metaphysics

deconstruction loosens its binary and hierarchical conceptual

structure to make this case gasché focuses on the concepts
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of force and violence in the work of jacques derrida looking to

his essays force and signification and force of law and his

reading on of grammatology in claude lévi strauss s

autobiographical tristes tropiques the concept of force has not

drawn extensive scrutiny in derrida scholarship but it is

crucial to understanding how by way of spacing and

temporizing philosophical opposition is reinscribed into a

differential economy of forces gasché concludes with an

essay addressing the question of deconstruction and

judgment and considers whether deconstruction suspends the

possibility of judgment or whether it is on the contrary a

hyperbolic demand for judgment rodolphe gasché is suny

distinguished professor and eugenio donato professor of

comparative literature at university at buffalo state university

of new york his many books include views and interviews on

deconstruction in america and europe or the infinite task a

study of a philosophical concept
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意識に直接与えられたものについての試論

2002-06

あの苦しみはこの苦しみより大きい これを欲するわたしとあれを欲するわたし

とが衝突する などと口にするとき 私たちは何を比較し 何を対立させているのか

ベルクソンは 人間の内的事象に固有の表現を 言語の限界線上に模索してゆく 感

覚や情緒など互いに比較不能な純粋に質的な諸状態 それらが相互浸透する多様

性 さらにその多様性が 持続 において展開する有機能組織化 本書では これらの

考察を通じて 全く動的に再編された斬新な行為論 自由論が呈示される 時間と自

由 の通称でも知られるベルクソン第一主著の新訳

Strategies of Deconstruction 1991

cited in bcl3 reprint originally published in 1951 contains a

fairly long new introduction by jonathan culler no bibliography

evans philosophy washington u calls attention to jacques

derrida s work in philosophy by challenging the cogency of

derrida s deconstructive readings of german philosopher

edmund husserl raising fundamental questions not only about
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derrida s theories of reading and language but about

deconstructive practice itself annotation copyrighted by book

news inc portland or

Derrida 1993-05

geoffrey bennington sets out here to write a systematic

account of the thought of jacques derrida responding to

bennington s text at every turn is derrida s own excerpts from

his life and thought that appearing at the bottom of each

page resist circumscription together these texts as a dialogue

and a contest constitute a remarkably in depth critical

introduction to one of the leading philosophers of the

twentieth century and at the same time demonstrate the

illusions inherent in such a project bennington s account of

derrida broader in scope than any previously done leads the

reader through the philosopher s familiar yet still widely

misunderstood work on language and writing to the less

familiar and altogether more mysterious themes of signature

sexual difference law and affirmation seeking to escape this
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systematic rendering in fact to prove it impossible derrida

interweaves bennington s text with surprising and disruptive

periphrases reflections on his mother s death agony

commentaries on st augustine s confessions memories of

childhood remarks on judaism and references to his

collaborator s efforts this extraordinary book offers on the one

hand a clear and compelling account of one of the most

difficult and important contemporary thinkers and on the other

one of that thinker s strangest and most unexpected texts far

from putting an end to the need to discuss derrida bennington

s text might have originally intended or pretended this dual

text opens new dimensions in the philosopher s thought and

work and extends its challenge

Writing and Difference 1978

first published in 1967 writing and difference a collection of

jacques derrida s essays written between 1959 and 1966 has

become a landmark of contemporary french thought in it we

find derrida at work on his systematic deconstruction of
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western metaphysics the book s first half which includes the

celebrated essay on descartes and foucault shows the

development of derrida s method of deconstruction in these

essays derrida demonstrates the traditional nature of some

purportedly nontraditional currents of modern thought one of

his main targets being the way in which structuralism

unwittingly repeats metaphysical concepts in its use of

linguistic models the second half of the book contains some

of derrida s most compelling analyses of why and how

metaphysical thinking must exclude writing from its

conception of language finally showing metaphysics to be

constituted by this exclusion these essays on artaud freud

bataille hegel and lévi strauss have served as introductions to

derrida s notions of writing and difference the untranslatable

formulation of a nonmetaphysical concept that does not

exclude writing for almost a generation of students of

literature philosophy and psychoanalysis writing and

difference reveals the unacknowledged program that makes

thought itself possible in analyzing the contradictions inherent
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in this program derrida foes on to develop new ways of

thinking reading and writing new ways based on the most

complete and rigorous understanding of the old ways

scholars and students from all disciplines will find writing and

difference an excellent introduction to perhaps the most

challenging of contemporary french thinkers challenging

because derrida questions thought as we know it back cover

Jacques Derrida 2002

however widely and differently jacques derrida may be

viewed as a foundational french thinker the most basic

questions concerning his work still remain unanswered is

derrida a friend of reason or philosophy or rather the most

radical of skeptics are language related themes writing

semiosis his central concern or does he really write about

something else and does his thought form a system of its

own or does it primarily consist of commentaries on individual

texts this book seeks to address these questions by returning

to what it claims is essential history the development of
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derrida s core thought through his engagement with

husserlian phenomenology joshua kates recasts what has

come to be known as the derrida husserl debate by

approaching derrida s thought historically through its

development based on this developmental work essential

history culminates by offering discrete interpretations of

derrida s two book length 1967 texts interpretations that

elucidate the until now largely opaque relation of derrida s

interest in language to his focus on philosophical concerns a

fundamental reinterpretation of derrida s project and the

works for which he is best known kates s study fashions a

new manner of working with the french thinker that respects

the radical singularity of his thought as well as the often

different aims of those he reads such a view is in fact

essential if derrida studies are to remain a vital field of

scholarly inquiry and if the humanities more generally are to

have access to a replenishing source of living theoretical

concerns
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Essential History 2005-11-11

this volume now with a substantial new introduction

represents one of the most lucid compact and reliable

introductions to derrida and deconstruction available in any

language responding to questions put to him at a roundtable

held at villanova university in 1994 jacques derrida leads the

reader through an illuminating discussion of the central

themes of deconstruction speaking in english and

extemporaneously derrida takes up with unusual clarity and

great eloquence such topics as the task of philosophy the

greeks justice responsibility the gift community and the

messianic derrida refutes the charges of relativism that are

often leveled at deconstruction by its critics and sets forth the

profoundly affirmative and ethico political thrust of his work

the roundtable is marked by an unusual clarity that continues

into the second part of the book in which one of derrida s

most influential readers john d caputo elaborates upon

derrida s comments and supplies material for further
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discussion this edition also includes a substantial new

introduction by caputo that discusses the original context of

the book and traces the development of deconstruction since

derrida s death in 2004 from the rise of new materialisms to

return to religion long one of the most lucid and reliable

introductions to derrida and deconstruction available in any

language and an ideal volume for students deconstruction in

a nutshell will also prove illuminating for those already

familiar with derrida s work

Deconstruction in a Nutshell

2020-11-03

jacques derrida s structure sign and play is one of the most

controversial and influential philosophical texts of the 20th

century delivered at a conference on structuralism at johns

hopkins the lecture took aim at the critical and philosophical

fashions of the time and radically proposing a world in which

meaning cannot be pinned down or traced to an origin but
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instead is continuously shifting fleeting and open to play

hailed by many as a watershed in philosophy and literary

theory derrida s lecture has shaped both disciplines at once

dense brilliant and humorous it is a crucial read for anyone

interested in questioning our natural assumptions about

meaning in the world

Jacques Derrida's Structure, Sign, and

Play in the Discourse of Human Science

2018-05-20

jacques derrida the french philosopher developed his critical

technique known as deconstruction his work is associated

with ideas surrounding both post structuralism and post

modern philosophy and he was known to have challenged

some of the unquestioned assumptions of our philosophical

tradition in this very short introduction simon glendinning

explores both the difficulty and significance of the work of

derrida he presents derrida s challenging ideas as making a
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significant contribution to and providing a powerful reading of

our philosophical heritage defending derrida against many of

the charges that were placed against him he attempts to

show why derrrida s work causes such extreme reactions

glendinning explains derrida s distinctive mode of

engagement with our philosophical tradition and shows that

this is not a merely negative thing by exploring his most

famous and influential texts glendinning shows how and why

derrida s work of deconstruction is inspired not by a critical

frenzy but by a loving respect for philosophy about the series

the very short introductions series from oxford university

press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area

these pocket sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in

a new subject quickly our expert authors combine facts

analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make

interesting and challenging topics highly readable
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Derrida: A Very Short Introduction

2011-08-25

jacques derrida 1930 2004 was professor of philosophy at l

ecole normale superieure paris regarded as the founding

father of deconstruction his influence on contemporary

thought has been enormous his impact on philosophy and

literary criticism was assured by the publication of speech

and phenomena writing and difference and of grammatology

positions brings together three interviews with derrida

outlining his central concerns and ideas the interview format

makes for an accessible exploration of derrida s views on

marxism semiology psychoanalysis and linguistics making this

the best possible introduction to his work

EPZ Positions 2004-12-23

this book collects ten years of peggy kamuf s writing on the

work and friendship of jacques derrida the majority of the
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chapters discuss a key aspect of derrida s thought either

from a single work or across several texts kamuf engages

with a broad arra

To Follow 2012-10-12

originally published in french in 1982 this collection is a good

representation of the range of derrida s working styles south

atlantic review

Oreille de L'autre 1988-01-01

first published in 1992 this book represents the first major

attempt to compile a bibliography of derrida s work and

scholarship about his work it attempts to be comprehensive

rather than selective listing primary and secondary works

from the year of derrida s master s thesis in 1954 up until

1991 and is extensively annotated it arranges under article

type a huge number of works from scholars across numerous

fields reflecting the interdisciplinary and controversial nature
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of deconstruction the substantial introduction and annotations

also make this bibliography in part a critical guide and as

such will make a highly useful reference tool for those

studying his philosophy

Jacques Derrida (Routledge Revivals)

2016-06-17

analyzes derrida s 1975 seminar la vie la mort as a

deconstruction of biology with relevance to his work more

broadly in biodeconstruction francesco vitale demonstrates

the key role that the question of life plays in jacques derrida s

work in the seminar la vie la mort 1975 derrida engages

closely with the life sciences especially biology and evolution

theory connecting this line of thought to his analysis of

cybernetics in of grammatology vitale shows how derrida

develops a notion of biological life as itself a sort of text that

is necessarily open onto further articulations and grafts this

sets the stage for the deconstruction of the traditional
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opposition between life and death conceiving of death as an

internal condition of the constitution of the living rather than

being the opposite of life it also provides the basis for the

deconstruction of the rigidly deterministic concept of the

genetic program an insight that anticipates recent

achievements of biological research in epigenetics and sexual

reproduction finally vitaleargues that this framework can

enrich our understanding of derrida s late work devoted to

political issues connecting his use of the autoimmunitarian

lexicon to the theory of cellular suicide in biology this book is

extremely interesting and engaging and provides a very

original and timely perspective on derrida s work its greatest

strength is bringing together derrida s deconstruction in his

analysis of the life sciences under the heading of

biodeconstruction this term is simple but ingenious and

captures beautifully the material dimension of derrida s work

nicole anderson author of derrida ethics under erasure
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Biodeconstruction 2018-02-20

glas also translated as clang is a 1974 book by the french

philosopher jacques derrida it combines a reading of georg

wilhelm friedrich hegel s philosophical works and of jean

genet s autobiographical writing one of derrida s more

inscrutable books its form and content invite a reflection on

the nature of literary genre and of writing

Glas 1986

teletheory is the application of grammatology to television in

the context of schooling not as a way to interpret or criticize

television or rather video but to learn from it a new pedagogy

this application or consultation assumes first that the theories

of derrida and the other french poststructuralists supported by

certain art practices offer the best hope for understanding an

era in which the technology of culture is shifting from print to

video and second that this understanding includes not only a

pedagogy but a program for popularization capable of
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reuniting the advanced research in the humanities disciplines

with the conduct of everyday life teletheory the book offers a

rationale and guidelines for a specific genre mystory

designed to do the work of schooling and popularization in a

way that takes into account the new discursive and

conceptual ecology interrelating orality literacy and videocy

preface

Teletheory 1989
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